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Introduction
The wide spread use of Gold Nanoparticles (GNPs) in biological 

applications has been due to their simple synthesis methods [1], ease 
of surface modification with peptides, DNA and antibodies [2-4] 
and unique physicochemical properties such as excellent absorbance 
and scattering of light. On the basis of these properties, GNPs have 
important applications for biological diagnostics [5] cell labeling [6] 
targeted drug delivery [7] medical imaging [8] cancer therapy [9-12]. 

NPs (Nanoparticles) can potentially cause adverse effects on organ, 
tissue, cellular, subcellular and protein levels due to their unusual 
physicochemical properties (e.g. small size, high surface area to volume 
ratio, chemical composition, crystallinity, electronic properties, 
surface structure reactivity and functional groups, inorganic or organic 
coatings, solubility, shape, and aggregation behavior). 

Metal (Nanoparticles) NPs, in particular, have received increasing 
interest due to their widespread medical, consumer, industrial, and 
military applications. However, as particle size decreases, some metal-
based NPs are showing increased toxicity, even if the same material is 
relatively inert in its bulk form (e.g., Ag, Au, and Cu). 

NPs also interact with proteins and enzymes within mammalian 
cells and they can interfere with the antioxidant defense mechanism 
leading to Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) generation, the initiation 
of an inflammatory response and perturbation and destruction of 
the mitochondria causing apoptosis or necrosis [13]. Furthermore, 

NPs may induce oxidative stress and generate free radicals that could 
disrupt the endothelial cell membrane [14].

NPs with their small size and large surface area have been reported 
to interact with proteins [15] and enzymes within mammalian cells 
and to generate ROS. When the depletion of the antioxidant defense 
mechanism occurs and ROS accumulate, an inflammatory response 
can be initiated leading to the perturbation and destruction of the 
mitochondria resulting in eventual programmed cell death [16]. Other 
cellular level changes associated with current mechanisms of toxicity 
include decreases in GSH levels and an up-regulation of oxidative 
stress and inflammatory genes. Several studies with Ag NPs have 
demonstrated toxicity through an oxidative stress pathway [17,18].

A Complete Blood Count (CBC) gives important information 
about kinds and numbers of cells in the blood, especially Red Blood 
Cells (RBCs), White Blood Cells (WBCs) and platelets. A CBC 
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Abstract
Background: The aim of the present study was to investigate the effects of intraperitoneal administration of (Gold 

Nanoparticles) GNPs on the dimensional hematological alterations in rats in an attempt to cover and understand the 
toxicity and the potential role of GNPs as a therapeutic and diagnostic tool. 

Methods: A total of 30 healthy male Wistar-Kyoto rats were used in this study. Animals were randomly divided into 
groups, 2 GNPs-treated rats groups and one control group (NG). 2 GNPs-treated G1 and G2; received intraperitoneal 
administration of 50 µl of 10 and 50 nm GNPs for a period of 3 days. Hematological parameters were measured using 
standard hematological techniques.

Results: The decrease in White Blood Cells (WBCs), Red Blood Cells (RBCs) count, monocytes%, neutrophils% 
and eosinophils%, observed with 10 nm GNPs was significantly higher than 50 nm GNPs and control. The lymphocytes% 
with 10 nm GNPs significantly increased compared with 50 nm GNPs and control. The Hemoglobin (HB) level, 
Hematocrit (HCT)%, Mean Corpuscular Volume (MCV), Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin (MCH), Mean Corpuscular 
Hemoglobin Concentration (MCHC) and Platelets (PLTs) count increased after administration of 10 and 50 nm GNPs 
compared with the control. The Mean Platelet Volume (MPV), Plateletcrit (PCT) and Platelet Distribution Width (PDW) 
significantly decreased with 50 nm GNPs compared with 10 nm GNPs and control; while Mean Corpuscular Volume 
(MCV) significantly increased with 50 nm GNPs. The Red blood cell Distribution Width (RDW) induced non-significant 
increase compared with the control.

Conclusions: The decrease in RBCs count might be due to the destruction of RBCs. The increase in Hematocrit 
(HCT)% might be due to an increase in RBCs volume. The changes in RBCs indicates changes in morphology and 
deformability of RBCs, which confirmed by a slightly increase in RDW%. The significant increase in PLTs count might 
lead to thrombosis or aggregation of blood vessels. 
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(Complete Blood Count) helps in diagnosing conditions, such 
as anemia, infection, and many other disorders. To quantify the 
toxicity of GNPs, the next important step is to assess the various 
hematological parameters such as Hematocrit (HCT), Hemoglobin 
(HB), Red Blood Cells (RBCs), White Blood Cells (WBCs) and 
Platelets (PLTs) counts. In medicine, there is limited knowledge on 
the dimensional hematological alterations induced by administration 
of (Gold Nanoparticles) GNPs. This study not only aimed to involve 
measurement of routine hematological indices but also to identify and 
interpret different dimensional hematological parameters to quantify 
the toxicity induced by intraperitoneal administration of different sizes 
of GNPs, which have not been documented and reported before. 

Materials and Methods
GNPs administration and preparation of blood

A total of 30 healthy male Wistar-Kyoto rats were obtained from 
the Laboratory Animal Center (College of Pharmacy, King Saud 
University, Saudi Arabia).The rats nearly of the same age (12 weeks 
old) and weighing 220-240 g of King Saud University colony were 
used. Animals were randomly divided into groups, 2GNPs-treated rats 
groups and one Control Group (CG). 

10 and 50 nm GNPs were intraperitonealy administered in rats at 
the rate of 3 days as follows: Group 1 received infusion of 50 µl GNPs of 
size 10 nm for 3 days (n = 10); Group 2 received infusion of 50 µl GNPs 
of size 50 nm for 3 days (n = 10). Control group received no GNPs 
(n = 10). The rats were maintained on standard laboratory rodent diet 
pellets and housed in humidity and temperature-controlled ventilated 
cages on a 12 h day/night cycle. 

The rats were anesthetized by inhalation of 5% isoflurane until 
muscular tonus relaxed. Blood sample of nearly 2 ml was collected into 
2 polypropylene tubes: the 1st tube for serum and the 2nd tube for whole 
blood. The serum was prepared by allowing the blood to clot at 37°C 
and then centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for ten minutes. The whole blood was 
collected in (Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) EDTA. All experiments 
were conducted in accordance with the guidelines approved by King 
Saud University Local Animal Care and Use Committee.

Hematological analysis

An hematological autoanalyzer (Orphee Mythic 22 Hematological 
Analyzer; Diamond Diagnostic; USA) was used to determine different 
hematological parameters, such as Red Blood Cells (RBC), White 
Blood Cells (WBCs), Hemoglobin (HB), Hematocrit (HCT), Mean 
Corpuscular Volume (MCV), Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin (MCH), 
Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin Concentration (MCHC), Red blood 
cell Distribution Width (RDW), neutrophils%, lymphocytes%, 
monocytes%, eosinophils%, basophils%, Mean Platelet Volume 
(MPV), Platelet Distribution Width (PDW)%, Plateletcrit (PCT)% and 
Platelets (PLTs).

Results and Discussion
Size and morphology of different GNPs

Abdelhalim and Mady [19], have reported that in the (Transmission 
electron microscopy) TEM images, 10 and 20 nm GNPs showed 
spherical morphology while the 50 nm GNPs, in contrast, were not 
spherical but hexagonal in (Transmission electron microscopy) TEM 
images, as shown in Figure 1. The measured mean size was 9.45 ± 1.33 
nm for 10 nm GNPs and 20.18 ± 1.80 nm for 20 nm GNPs. 

This study was not aimed to assess the short-term and long-term 
side effects of intraperitoneal administration of GNPs, but it aimed to 
show that the toxicity induced by GNPs might due to changes induced 
in different dimensional hematological parameters such as MCV, 
MCH, MCHC, MPV, PCT% and PDW%, and not only blood count. 
Moreover, this study demonstrates morphological and deformability 
changes in RBCs after intraperitoneal administration of GNPs. 

The WBCs count decreased after intraperitoneal administration 
of 10 and 50 nm GNPs compared with the control, and WBCs count 
accompanied with the administration of 10 nm GNPs significantly 
decreased compared with 50 nm GNPs and control. The role of WBCs 
is protecting the body against the different infections. If an infection 
develops, WBCs attack and destroy the bacteria, virus, or other organism 
causing it. When an organism has a bacterial infection, the number 
of WBCs rises very quickly. The number of WBCs is sometimes used 
to see how the body is dealing with cancer treatment. The decrease in 
WBCs count indicating decrease in the immune system, and therefore 
the organism becomes susceptible to any infection or dangerous 
external agent (Table 1).

It has been reported that the 10 nm GNPs induced an increase 
in WBCs count, while the 5 and 30 nm GNPs induced a decrease in 
WBCs and RBCs counts. The biochemistry results show that the 10 and 
60 nm (Polyethylene glycol) PEG-coated GNPs caused a significant 
increase in alanine transaminase and aspartate transaminase levels, 
indicating slight damage to the liver [7]. Recently, size-dependent 
organ distribution of GNPs has been investigated, and the results 

10 nm 50 nm

Figure 1: TEM images for different GNP samples.

Parameter Control G1A
(10 nm GNPs)

G2A
(50 nm GNPs)

White blood cells (WBCs)  
count 6.69 ± 0.98 4.74 ± 0.44* 6.46 ± 0.65

Lymphocytes  % 71.18 ±  2.13 81.71 ± 2.16* 74.09 ± 1.69*

Monocytes  % 3.49 ± 0.32 2.66 ± 0.38* 3.44 ± 0.6
Neutrophils  % 19 ± 1.63 11.76 ± 1.8* 16.39 ± 1.46*

Eosinophils % 1.6 ± 0.22 0.96 ± 0.22* 0.87 ± 0.21*

Basophils  % 4.73 ± 0.39 2.89 ± 0.35* 5.21 ± 0.35
Red blood cells (RBCs)  

count 6.59 ± 0.59 5.62 ± 0.97* 6.51 ± 0.67

Hemoglobin (HB) 4.76 ± 1.9 8.13 ± 2.84* 9.81 ± 2.49*

Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin (MCH) 5.96 ± 2.37 10.61 ± 3.72* 13.03 ± 3.29*

Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin concentration 

(MCHC)
15.49 ± 3.2 21.8 ± 4.86* 24.54 ± 4.44*

Platelets (PLTs) or 
thrombocytes count 315.09 ± 118.36 629.81 ± 207.9* 764.94 ± 188.43*

Table 1: Complete blood count after intraperitoneal administration of 10 and 50 
nm GNPs in rats.
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showed that small GNPs of 5-15 nm had a wider organ distribution 
than that of larger GNPs of 50-100 nm, with the liver and spleen being 
the dominant targeted organs [20-23].

The lymphocytes% accompanied with administration of 10 nm 
GNPs significantly increased compared with 50 nm GNPs and control 
(Table 1). The lymphocytes represent the first defense line against 
the different infections in the body. It has been reported that 10 nm 
GNPs directly interacts with the lymphocyte [24]. This can confirm the 
usefulness of GNPs as a novel drug delivery system to the lymphocyte 
[25].

A decrease in the majority of monocytes%, neutrophils%, 
eosinophils% and basophils% after intraperitoneal administration of 
10 and 50 nm GNPs compared with the control, and monocytes%, 
neutrophils%, eosinophils% and basophils% accompanied with 
administration of 10 nm GNPs significantly decreased compared with 
50 nm GNPs and control (Table 1). The major types of WBCs (White 
Blood Cells) are neutrophils, lymphocytes, monocytes, eosinophils, 
and basophils. Each type of cell plays a different role in protecting the 
body. The numbers of each type gives important information about the 
immune system. Too many or too few of the different types can indicate 
an infection, allergic or toxic reaction to medicines or chemicals, and 
many conditions, such as leukemia. 

In this study, RBCs count shows a decrease after intraperitoneal 
administration of 10 and 50 nm GNPs compared with the control. 
The RBCs count accompanied with administration of 10 nm GNPs 
significantly decreased compared with 50 nm GNPs and control 
indicating the occurrence of anemia and hypoxia (Table 1). The 
decrease in RBCs (anemia) count means increased destruction of (Red 
Blood Cells) RBCs or lyses of (Red Blood Cells) RBCs. Lack of iron, 
vitamin B12, or folic acid in the diet, as well as certain chronic diseases, 
lower the number of red blood cells produced by the bone marrow. 
Zhang XD et al. [26], deduced the same trend for RBCs count and also 
proved that the oral and intraperitoneal routes showed the highest 
toxicity. 

The RBCs are derived from hemopoietic stem cells in bone 
marrow. Following a series of maturation steps, directed mainly by 
erythropoietin, red cells enucleate and enter the circulatory system. 
Thus, the variation in RBCs count might be related to the hematopoietic 
system. It has been reported that GNPs induce an inflammatory 
response and increase or decrease in the activity of the immune system 
and alter the related hematologic factors such as blood cell counts 
[27,28]. 

An increase in the HB level (Table 1) and HCT% (Figure 2) after 
intraperitoneal administration of 10 and 50 nm GNPs compared with 
the control, respectively, and the HBlevel and HCT% accompanied 
with administration of 50 nm GNPs significantly increased compared 
with 10 nm GNPs and control. The HCT% measures the amount of 
RBCs volume taken up in the blood. The value is given as a percentage 
of RBCs in a volume of whole blood. The increase in HCT% means an 
increase in RBCs volume, which in turn leads to lyses of RBCs. The 
HCT% and HB level are the two major values that indicate if anemia or 
polycythemia is present. 

Figure 2 shows the hematocrit (HCT) percent or packed cell 
volume in rats after intraperitoneal administration of 10 and 50 nm 
GNPs compared with the control

The relationships between the HCT, the HG level, and the RBCs 

are converted to red blood cell indices through mathematical formulas. 
The indices include MCV, MCH, MCHC and RDW. Figure 3 shows 
significant increase in MCV after intraperitoneal administration of 10 
and 50 nm GNPs compared with the control, respectively. The MCV 
accompanied with the administration of 50 nm GNPs significantly 
increased compared with 10 nm GNPs and control. The MCV shows 
the size of RBCs. The increase in size of RBCs indicates changes in 
morphology and deformability of RBCs, which confirmed by slightly 
increase in the Red cell Distribution Width (RDW) % (Figure 4).

A significant increase in MCH and MCHC after intraperitoneal 
administration of 10 and 50 nm GNPs compared with the control 
observed, respectively. The MCH and MCHC accompanied with 
administration of 50 nm GNPs significantly increased compared with 
10 nm GNPs and control (Table 1). 

Platelets (PLTs) or thrombocytes are the smallest type of blood cells 
and play an important role in blood clotting. When bleeding occurs, 
the PLTs swell, clump together, and form a sticky plug that helps 
stopping the bleeding. The PLTs count increased after intraperitoneal 
administration of 10 and 50 nm GNPs compared with the control, 
and the PLTs count accompanied with administration of 50 nm GNPs 
significantly increased compared with 10 nm GNPs and control (Table 
1). The significant increase in PLTs count after administration of GNPs 
might lead to thrombosis or aggregation inside the blood vessels (vein 
or artery) and promoting the progression of atherosclerosis which is 
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Figure 2: Hematocrit (HCT) percent or packed cell volume in rats after 
intraperitoneal administration of 10 and 50 nm GNPs compared with the control.
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Figure 3: Mean Corpuscular Volume (MCV) in rats after intraperitoneal 
administration of 10 and 50 nm GNPs compared with the control.
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considered the most dangerous toxicity induced by administration of 
GNPs. 

Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show a decrease in MPV, PCT% 
and PDW% after intraperitoneal administration of 10 and 50 nm GNPs 
compared with the control. The MPV, PCT% and PDW% accompanied 
with administration of 50 nm GNPs significantly decreased compared 
with 10 nm GNPs and control. The MPV describes the average size 
of PLTs cells in the blood and provides whether the bone marrow 
manufactures PLTs normally or not. The significant decrease in MPV 
indicates the disturbance induced in the bone marrow manufacturing 
the PLTs. 

Abdelhalim MA [29], has reported that as GNP size increases, e.g. 
decease in the number of NPs, the blood absorbance decreases and shifts 
towards the UV. In addition, absorbance is particle size and exposure 
duration dependent. GNPs absorbed within the systemic circulation 
can be excreted through various routes. One possible elimination route 
for GNPs could be renal and biliary clearance. Renal clearance of solid 
nano-sized materials was affected by particle size and surface charge. 

Various papers regarding the histopathological changes in various 
rat organs have been reported by Abdelhalim [30-35]. Abdelhalim 
and Jarrar have published several articles related to the histological 
alterations in several rat organs, and indicated that the amount of 
accumulated GNPs in the organ reflected the toxicity. These histological 

alterations were size-dependent with smaller ones induced the most 
effects and related with time exposure of GNPs. 

The administration of GNPs induced in the liver: prominent 
inflammatory, central vein intima disruption, fatty change and Kupffer 
cells hyperplasia, cloudy swelling to hydropic degeneration, cytoplasmic 
hyaline vacuolation, polymorphism, binucleation, karyopyknosis, 
karyolysis, karyorrhexis and necrosis [30,31]; in the kidney organ: 
renal cells cytoplasmic degeneration and nuclear destruction [32,33]; 
in the heart organ: disarray of heart muscle, hemorrhagic, chronic 
inflammatory cells infiltrated by small lymphocytes, cytoplasmic 
vacuolization and congested and dilated blood vessels, cardiac organ 
damage [34,35]; in the lung organ: pneumonia, fibrosis, chronic 
inflammatory cell infiltrates, congested and dilated blood vessels, and 
hemosiderin granule and emphysema foci [36]. 

This study suggests that additional experiments will be performed 
taking in consideration the morphology and deformability changes of 
RBCs using the Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) as well as 
other physical techniques. 

Conclusions
A total of 30 healthy male Wistar-Kyoto rats were used in this 

study. Animals were randomly divided into 2 GNPs-treated G1 and 
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Figure 4: Red cell Distribution Width (RDW) % in rats injected after 
intraperitoneal administration of 10 and 50 nm GNPs compared with the control.
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Figure 5: Mean Platelet Volume (MPV) in rats after intraperitoneal administration 
of 10 and 50 nm GNPs compared with the control.
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Figure 6: Platelet percent in rats after intraperitoneal administration of 10 and 
50 nm GNPs compared with the control.
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Figure 7: Platelet distribution width percent (PDW) % in rats after intraperitoneal 
administration of 10 and 50 nm GNPs compared with the control.
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G2; received intraperitoneal administration of 50 µl of 10 and 50 nm 
GNPs for a period of 3 days. 

After intraperitoneal administration of GNPs for period of 3 days, 
the results can be summarized as follows: 

A decrease in WBCs count might indicate a disturbance in the 
function of immune system efficiency. 

A decrease in RBCs count might due to increased loss or destruction 
of RBCs, due to the lyses of RBCs and defect induced in hematopoietic 
stem cells of the bone marrow, which confirmed by an increase in 
hematocrit% and RBCs volume. 

The increase in RBCs size indicates changes in morphology and 
deformability of RBCs, which confirmed by a slightly increase in the 
Red cell Distribution Width (RDW)%. 

The significant increase in PLTs count might lead to thrombosis 
or aggregation in the blood vessels and promoting the progression 
of atherosclerosis which is considered the most dangerous toxicity 
induced by administration of GNPs. 

The significant decrease in MPV might due to disturbance induced 
in the bone marrow manufacturing the PLTs. On the other hand, the 
MPV can be considered a more subtle type of measurement than a 
simple PLTs count. 
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